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hard to test a non-
readable method,

so that's why
programmers tend

to use objects
(objects make it
easier to test).
However, I was
wondering why

isn't using entities
that much harder

than using
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objects? I mean, I
can see they are
easier to edit and
to use, so why do
you make such a
big deal of testing

them? Is it that
only when they

have methods that
do not have any
other reasonable

way of using them
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(for example,
trying to find the
problem before
finding out that
the code has no
valid business

rule), they require
testing? A: Entities
are hard to test for

a very simple
reason: they are
too big. By "big" I
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mean it is virtually
impossible to test
them all at once.

You need to break
them down into

smaller parts that
you can test at

once. This is
easier when
testing with

objects and one
object at a time.
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On the other hand,
if entities are too
big, you can't be
sure that every
field is correctly

validated, whether
a getter or setter

is actually
overriden, etc. The
State Department
cautioned Monday
that U.S. national
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security officials
have told top

Chinese officials
that they have

seen no evidence
of China carrying
out Chinese cyber

attacks, and
nothing to suggest

any imminent
cyber attacks,

amid a massive
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cyber espionage
campaign against
the United States.
Officials told the

Wall Street Journal
on Monday that

American
intelligence
officials had
warned top

Chinese officials
about the massive
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cyber espionage
against the U.S. in

a closed-door
meeting over the

weekend. The
officials have also
assessed that the
cyber attacks are
aimed at stealing

data and
intellectual

property, and not
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at spying on
government
officials, the
newspaper

reported. The
officials said the

Americans are not
looking for any

immediate cyber
attacks. The

comments are the
latest in a months-
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long debate
between the two
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